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N3C SUES
TO OVERTURN
HIGH ROSS
DECISION
j. richard aramburu
On September 27, 1978 the North Cascades Conservation Council filed a Petition for Review in the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals seeking to overturn the decision of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on Seattle's proposal to raise Ross Dam. On
August 4, FERC (formerly the Federal Power Commission) issued its final order approving the
raising of the project. The FPC decision culiminated a process which began in 1970, when Seattle
City Light first filed its application to raise Ross Dam 122. 5 feet. Over the course of six and
one-half years of administrative proceedings, some 68 days of hearings have been held, with
nearly 400 exhibits and a transcript of approximately 10,000 pages.
The N3C suit was the third to-be filed against the High Ross proposal. Earlier, the Swinomish, Sauk, Suiattle, and other Indian tribes had filed a similar petition for review with the
District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals regarding the High Ross proposal. The Indians
contend that they are entitled to minimum downstream flows by virtue of treaty rights and further
contend that the Commission is not authorized under law to grant a license amendment until an
expired license has been reissued. The original fifty-year license for the Ross project expired
in October 1977. An appeal has also been filed by the ROSS (Run Out the Skagit Spoilers) Committee of Canada which wasan active participant in the administrative hearings before the FERC.
The N3C is represented by Seattle attorneys Thomas H. S. Brucker and J. Richard Aram buru, with Washington, D. C, attorney Bruce Terris being retained for the purposes of the appeal. Mr. Terris is well known in conservation circles for his excellent work on behalf of the
Sierra Club and other conservation organizations, and brings with him a long history of successful completion of conservation litigation.
The N3C will urge on appeal that FERC failed to prepare an adequate environmental impact
statement, particularly for its failure to consider viable alternatives to the project and the failure
to thoroughly analyze the environmental consequences in Canada, where some 4,800 acres of additional lands will be flooded by the High Ross Dam. In addition, the N3C will argue that international law has not been complied with in the approval of this project and that certain provisions
of United States constitutional law have similarly been violated.
N3C attorneys expect that a date for oral argument on the appeal could come as soon as
early 1980, with a decision expected by mid-1980.
N3C attorneys further have indicated that the issues present in the appeal, particularly
those of international law and International resource use are issues of first impression in the
court and stand to be landmarks in environmental and conservation law.
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$60,000 + $10,000
HIGH

ROSS

DAM

FIGHT
NORTH CASCADES
CONSERVATION COUNCIL (NCCC)
SEATTLE CITY LIGHT

VS
NORTH CASCADES
FOUNDATION

(NCF)
OVER

Seattle's plan to raise Ross Dam and flood six miles of the wilderness Big Beaver
Valley in the North Cascades National Park and ten miles of the Canadian Skagit
Valley.
ROUND TWO
(just started)

ROUND ONE
(finished)
TIME : 10 years, from 1968 to 1978

TIME

: October 1, 1978

COST : $60,000 to NCCC and NCF

COST

: $10,000 to NCCC and NCF
estimated through 1979

ARENA: Seattle City Council
ARENA : United States Court of Appeals
District of Columbia Circuit
Washington, D. C.

Washington State Department
of Ecology
Federal Power Commission (FPC)
Federal Energy and Regulatory
Commission (FERC)
International Joint Commission (IJC)

I AGREE THAT
A NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK
WORTH CREATING
IS A NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK
WORTH PROTECTING FROM FLOODING
BY SEATTLE'S HIGH ROSS DAM !
Therefore, I wish to help pay the legal expenses of the court
fight to stop the raising of Ross Dam by Seattle City Light by:
1. Pledging $_

. for

months or

2. Contributing now the enclosed $
NCCC

or NCF

years OR
payable to the

(tax deductible). Date

Signature
Name (printed)
Street
City

State

_Zip_
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Vickery Jumps Gun On
High Ross Construction
Gordon Vickery, superintendent of Seattle City Light, has indicated in a letter to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) that he wishes to start building an access road to the
shores of Ross Reservoir a s early as December of this year. Vickery's grandstanding proposal
was met by criticism from both conservationists and the National Park Service.
Vickery's letter sought FERC's approval to construct an access road to the site of the proposed High Ross project. The road, approximately one mile long, would switch-back from SR-20
(North Cascades Highway) to the top of the dam.
Vickery's letter to FERC indicated ti at the proposal had met with the National Park Service's approval. However, as the letter below indicates, the National Park Service is not about
to approve such a road until such time as all negotiations over the Ross proposal a r e clarified
and a thorough environmental impact statement under the terms of the National Environmental
Policy Act is prepared.
Vickery's proposal must also receive budgetary approval from the Seattle City Council,
which is now considering the City Light budget. While no City Council vote has been taken on the
road proposal, the still pending negotiations with Canada, the opposition of the Park Service, and
the cost of the proposal (approximately $100,000) all suggest a rough road to approval. The North
Cascades Conservation Council has indicated that it will oppose funding the road. In addition, the
N3C, concerned that the access road, even if not used for High Ross, would set a precedent for
access to the lake at the Ross Dam site, has also vowed to carry the matter to the FERC or to
the courts if necessary if the City persists in its proposal to build the access road.
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J. RICHARD ARAMBURU
ATTORNEY AT LAW
SUITE 2 O 0 . COLLEGE CLUB BUILDING

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 0U1O4
(206) 602 546O

September 15, 1978
Mr. Kenneth Plumb, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
825 N. Capitol Street NE
Washington, D. C. 20426
re:

City of Seattle Project No. 553

Dear Mr. Plumb:
For the past eight years, Thomas H. S. Brucker and I have represented the American
Intervenors in proceedings before the FPC and FERC with regard to the City of Seattle's
application to raise the height of Ross Dam in northwestern Washington.
I write today regarding a letter written by Gordon Vickery, Superintendent of the Seattle
Department of Lighting to you dated August 29, 1978. For your ready reference, a copy
of this letter is enclosed.
American Intervenors are greatly disturbed over both the manner of this communication and
the contents thereof. The letter seeks administrative action by FERC regarding an expansion in the project limits of project No. 553 and some sort of approval for an access road
from State Highway 20 to the left abuttment of Ross Dam. This letter was not sent to other
parties to the High Ross proceeding and it is only through the fortuitous circumstance of
checking at the FERC office that we learned of its existence. This letter is therefore a
deliberate ex parte communication to the Commission, a practice which is condemned by
the FERC regulations. We trust that counsel for the City will take steps to assure that
no further ex parte communications are made and by this letter inform them that we consider such communications to be entirely outside the scope of the FERC rules.
The letter itself contains several statements which we believe to convey a seriously m i s leading impression to the Commission regarding the position of the National Park Service.
Mr. Vickery states that: "we have selected the road alignment shown following discussion
with the National Park Service" and "as the Staff is aware, the road involved will be used
during the construction period, following which, as requested by the National Park Service,
it will serve to provide the only public access to recreational developments at the dam and
to Ross Lake at that point. " It is our understanding that the National Park Service has not
specifically approved nor requested any road access improvements, nor have they approved
any road alignment of such a road. In fact, we understand that the National Park Service
does not intend to issue any permits or approvals for an access road until all litigation and
negotiations on the project are completed. We suggest that the Commission independently
seek the views of the National Park Service on this situation, instead of relying on the comments and impressions contained in Mr. Vickery's ex parte communication.
American Intervenors do not consider the matter of the extension of the project limits and the
construction of the access road to be a minor administrative modification. Serious doubt
remains as to whether Ross Dam will be built. We will be shortly filing a petition for review
with the District of Columbia Court of Appeals on this Commission's ruling on the High Ross
application. In addition, the Commission is aware of the serious and substantial opposition
of the Canadian provicial and federal governments on this project and that negotiations on
this subject are continuing with the City.
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In light of these doubts about the project, the immediate extension of the project limits and
construction of the access road are unwise. In addition, these actions may prejudice further
rights and interests of the public, American Intervenors and others in the scope of r e c r e a tional development of the Ross Lake National Recreation Area if High Ross is not developed.
Finally, the Commission rules provide for more than an informal, administrative determination of a change in the project boundaries. Section 5.1 of the Commission rules provide,
inter alia:
Where a licensee desires to make a change in the physical features of the project
or its boundary, and/or make an addition or betterment and/or abandonment or conversion, of such character as to constitute an alteration of the license, application
for an amendment of the license shall be filed with the Commission, fully describing
the changes licensee desires to make. Furthermore, the provisions of §2. 81 (a)
of this chapter shall apply to all applications for amendment of license as defined.
therein.
(Emphasis supplied.) This unverified letter, without notice, complies with none of the requirements of Section 5.1.
Inasmuch as the hearings on the High Ross application did not consider the impacts of the
access road on the environment, an application for extension of the project limits must also
comply with the terms of Section 2. 81 of the Rules regarding the National Environmental
Policy Act. No action on the letter should be taken pending a full and complete application,
with notice to all parties.
We would appreciate a response to this letter as to what further actions, if any, are to be
taken on this matter so that we may assess our legal position.
Copies of this letter will, of course, be sent to all counsel in the High Ross proceedings.
We look forward to your early response.
Sincerely yours,

J. Richard Aramburu
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September 20, 1978

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
825 North Capitol Street, NE
Washington, D. C. 20426
Dear Mr. Plumb:
We are writing in regard to City of Seattle Project 553, Amendment 118. The letter to you from
Gordon Vickery dated August 29 requesting a project boundary change was not copied to us, but
we now have a copy. While the information is correct that we have been reviewing the road
alignment at the local level with the City of Seattle engineers, this does not constitute approval
as is implied in Mr. Vickery's letter with construction to commence on November 1. Before
the National Park Service issues a permit for construction of the access road to the dam site,
these conditions must be met. (1) Negotiations about the project between British Columbia
officials and Seattle City Light must be completed. (2) An environmental impact statement or
environmental assessment on the road must be completed. (3) All lawsuits surrounding the p r o ject must be resolved and out of the way.
We had not had a discussion with Seattle City Light regarding the change in the project boundary
to expedite the clearance process for the road and are not in favor of this procedure.
Sincerely yours,
W. C. Quick
Acting Regional Director
Pacific Northwest Region
National Park Service

WHAT TO RECYCLE/HOW TO PREPARE IT
It is important that materials
be recycled at their source; that is,
in the household. Once materials
are put in the garbage-can they become contaminated and thus are
often not acceptable to recyclers.
Also, technology does not now exist
which can extract recyclables from
solid waste as effectively as the
individual can.

You may think thabtecycling
household discards is "inconvenient" or "takes too much time".
Experience with recycling indicates
otherwise. A study done for the
Environmental Protection Agency
showed that the total social inconvenience to the householder is 73
minutes and 2C for twine per month
to recycle glass, cans, aluminum,
and newspaper. This is little more
than 2 minutes per day.
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Setting up the Home or
Apartment for Recycling
Recycling uses only a small
amount of space. Storage of glass,
cans, and newspaper for a period of
one month takes only 9 square feet
of space. An area in the garage, a
corner in the kitchen, or a storage
closet are convenient places to locate your own "recycling center".
The only materials required are
twine for the newspaper, a can
opener to remove can ends, a
"puncture-type" can opener to remove metal rings from glass, and
"stomping power" to flatten the cans.
Your home "recycling center" can
easily be set up with three sturdy
cardboard boxes, one for paper, one
for cans, one for glass. Sorting glass
and cans can wait until you goto your
recycling center where it's quick
and easy to do. Newspaper can be
tied with twine when the stack gets
about 1 foot high. Post the pull-out
found in this booklet in your kitchen
to help remind you how to prepare
the items.

mm
Newsprint
Stack one foot
high & tie both
ways with strong
twine.

Paper is pulped and re-made into new
paper or used in products like egg cartons,
roofing, insulation and cattle feed.

Tin Cans
Rinse, remove ends,
flatten, & remove label.

Bi-Metal
Rinse, remove top &
recycle with aluminum,
remove bottom and
flatten.

Aluminum
Rinse, flatten cans. Bag
or box foil, pie plates,
ecu

Tin cans are detinned & the metal & tin are made TO new products. Aluminum is meltr
re-made into new aluminum products.

mm

All other Jars & Bottles—Clear,
Green & Brown Glass
Remove any metal caps or rings &
rinse clean. Do not break.

Refillable bottles are sterilized & refilled, most other glass is melted down & re-made into
new containers.

Taking your Recyclables
to the Center
Most people go to a center
once a month or once every other
month. It takes very little time and
you can combine this trip with a trip
you have planned elsewhere. Many
recyclers have organized "cooperative" transportation where one individual in the neighborhood will take
his/her and their neighbor's recyclables to the center.
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Emily Haig

Emily Huddart Haig, a founding director of the North Cascades Conservation Council, died
on July 21, 1978, at the age of 87. Emily crowded into her long and productive life more accomplishments and honors in the field of conservation than whole platoons of ordinary mortals have
to show.
She delighted in telling friends that her involvement in conservation dated back to 1912
when she joined the Sierra Club at the height of the Hetch-Hetchy controversy in Yosemite National Park. She faithfully maintained her membership for 66 years, serving as chairman of the
Pacific Northwest Chapter when it was organized here.
Emily was a director of the North Cascades Conservation Council from the date of its
organization in 1957 until 1976 when, because of her weakening physical condition, she retired
from active service and was made an honorary board member. The Council honored her in May
1977, with its highest award, the Irving M. Clark, Sr. Conservation Award (Wild Cascades. Summer 1977).
Emily's other activities in the field of northwest conservation were legion. To mention
only a few: president of the Seattle Audubon Society, board member of the University of Washington Arboretum Foundation and the person most responsible for the establishment of the Japanese Tea Garden and the Foster Island Bird Sanctuary, chairman of the Education Committee of
the Mountaineers' Conservation Division, president of the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs.
She tirelessly and single-handedly lobbied through the legislature a bill to protect Washington's sea mammals, and she was appointed by four Washington governors to serve on committees concerned with the Olympic and North Cascades National Parks.
To the best of my knowledge, Emily never visited a wilderness area, yet all her life she
wrote, talked, and arm-twisted politicians and bureaucrats toward the end of establishing and
preserving wilderness. She unselfishly recognized the need of younger and stronger Americans
for the challenge of wilderness travel, even though she, herself, might not experience it.
Her home on Federal Avenue East and her country place, Cedarcrest, on Gamble Bay,
were made freely available to numerous conservation groups for meetings and workshops. Many
notable decisions affecting the environment of the Pacific Northwest were made in these peaceful
surroundings with Emily Haig, the perfect hostess, alternating between feeding her guests' stomachs and their minds.
Emily was a positive thinker, ever optimistic that right would triumph, a source of continual inspiration and encouragement to those of us whose faith in the favorable outcome of environmental battles frequently faltered. With her departure, we can only promise to follow, to the
best of our abilities, her shining example in working to preserve wild lands and wild creatures.
Emily, we shall miss you.
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The Thoughts of Chairman Ray

VOLUME % OF THE
LITTLE RED BOOK
Referring to the $50,000 results of her fund-raiser, "I guess I can say that I see and read
enough negative about my administration to have questions raised as to whether in fact I have any
friends or supporters. " Seattle P-I, May 31, 1978.

*********
"Electrical forecasting and decisions on nuclear plant planning should be made by people
responsible, the utilities. To have elected officials or their appointees as voting members (of a
regional energy board) would mean politicizing the system. I don't believe elected officials are
any better qualified to make forecasts of electrical demand.. . . than the public at large. " Seattle
P-I, June 2, 1978.

*********
"Discovery that the earth is a unique planet has led mankind to sacrifice our expanded future for a regulated present. Excessive government regulations (environmental) have resulted in
a decline of innovation and curtailment of productivity needed to provide mankind with necessities. " Seattle P d , June 11,1978.

* * * * * * * * *
"Society must break its fear of technology. Unless we come to our common sense, we
will bring this nation to its knees. There are in our society prophets of doom who see our nation
in a no-win situation. Predictions that progress will destroy quality of life or ruin the environment are without real reason or common sense. "
"Federal strip-mining limits are trapping 600 billion barrels of oil shale under Montana,
Utah and Wyoming. To mine it, you've got to dig a hole in the ground, and people dont like holes."
Seattle P-I, June 15, 1978.

*********
"I believe humans are more important than bugs. We also have reason to be concerned
about humans who are in danger without a healthy economy. "
"The state is dedicated to the successful completion of proposed new generation plants
(nuclear projects at Satsop and Sedro Woolley)". Seattle Times, June 23, 1978.

*********
"Do you really think ANY sale (of state-owned timber) won't be controversial? I think
every sale will be controversial. Every tree is controversial to someone. " Seattle P-I, July 6,
1978.

*********
"
"The government is not in the business of building people's heating systems. I will oppose tax credits for solar energy systems in private homes unless there's a tax credit for a furnace or a fireplace. "
"There is so much misinformation about nuclear power that it's sad. It's the safest type
of power other than hydroelectric. There's not one piece of evidence that one bug, one clam,
one fish has ever been hurt (in the Columbia River). " Seattle P-I. July 20, 1978.

********
In response to a physicist at Hanford who asked why she had not answered a letter he had
written her on the subject of nuclear power plants, "Perhaps it got lost. I might have put it in
the circular file. If it said what you have just said here, I probably took one look at it and decided it was no use talking to a fellow who thinks like that."'
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"Nuclear power plants are the safest, cleanest, mostefficientandmostpromisingsources
of energy available. In all the 30 years we have been storing nuclear wastes at Hanford, not one
bug, much less a human being, has been harmed. " Seattle Times. August 23, 1978.

*********
Responding to criticism that she was belligerent and overpowering in answering a question
from the audience at her "town meeting", "If I seem belligerent, I apologize. I meant to be forceful. My reason is that for years I have been dealing with those who take the position that nuclear
power is bad and refuse to listen to the overwhelming arguments to the contrary. " Seattle P-I,
August 24, 1978.

*********
"The Forest Service should resist efforts to set aside more areas as wilderness. "
"Before you people make up your minds on this, you'd better realize what you can do in a
wilderness area. "
"Wilderness is where people ain't. Can you camp? No. Can you hunt? No. Can you
fish? No. Can you even go there? Only with great difficulty, and then you can only take that
equipment that you can take on your back. "
"There are no amenities. That means no potties, and the land is just set aside for nature. Now we need some land set aside for nature, but how much?" Vancouver Columbian, August 25, 1978.

*********

Seattle Times
"There's nothing wrong with^young people they won't grow out of. It's something we all
get over."
"Oh, it's (state government) a great place for young persons to be legislative pages or
some such. "
"Youth has been responsible for putting into law (environmental) requirements that c r i p ple society and can't be enforced. We have seen in recent years a whole series of laws the purpose of which is very enobling, but in all practicality you can't do it. We have mandated pure air
and pure water to the point where development of our potential has become almost impossible. "
Seattle Times, September 3, 1978.

*********
"I do not feel the abolition of the State's Women's Council was the end of women's rights.
It doesn't mean women are going to become chattel again. The things that are needed now I think
can be much better done at the local level. " Seattle Times, September 7, 1978.

*********
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Dixy of Oz Meets the unAmerican

Environmentalist
Seallle Post-lniflligencpr

EDITORIAL COMMENT: Normally, we're content to let our guverness's quoted "thoughts"
stand or fall on their own merit. Sometimes, though, she comes out with a cerebration so weird,
so enigmatic, that it practically begs for analysis. Such a mental effort is Dixy's definition of
wilderness as expounded at her Goldendale "town meeting" of August 22, 1978 (see above).
Not having the benefits of psychiatric education and training ourselves, we have solicited
the aid of the eminent local psychiatrist, Dr. Ike N. Schrinkum, in analyzing our Dixy Dumpling's
latest blast againat wilderness. Dr. Schrinkum reports that he has carefully reviewed all of the
governor's statements on wilderness since her inauguration.
He finds that several themes reoccur in these fulminations. There is her obvious dislike
of the physical effort required to visit wilderness as exemplified by her frequent references to
wilderness being used only by the elite and physically fit. Dr. Schrinkum terms this the Grosserdamenphobia and prescribes an intensive jogging program as a worthwhile approach to cure.
Another recurrent theme is her irrational hatred of the young persons who make up a substantial port of the wilderness users. Dr. Schrinkum calls this the Kinderhikenphobia and believes
prognosis is guarded. "She ain't getting any younger," he says.
However, the principal cause of Dixy's aversion to wilderness, Dr. Schrinkum believes
is her scatological obsession with sanitary facilities. He terms this her Dungenschmerz and believes it might derive from too early (or too late) potty training. He offers litHe hope of overcoming this deeply rooted antipathy, pointing out that since Dixy is tooout-of-condition to walkor
ride a horse into wilderness, she will never be able to visit the highly scenic facilities that exist
there. Thus she will continue to believe that if one enters wilderness, one will be required to
refrain from all calls of nature while therein.
We deeply thank Dr. Schrinkum for this thoughtful analysis of our governor's problems.
We would further comment that if Dixy would get rid of a bit of that flab, she would be welcome
to accompany the Kaopectate Kid (who is only a year younger than Her Eminence) into Image
Lake in the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. The "wilderness John" there is undoubedly the most
scenic in the whole United States, overlooking as it does the deep Suiattle valley and the whole
vast bulk of Glacier Peak. If she makes the 16 miles up there and experiences the emotional and
spiritual benefits of sitting on that throne, the North Cascades Conservation Council will formally
dedicate it as the "Dixy Lee Ray Memorial Potty" — complete with plaque.
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kaopectate kid on the
throne
Glacier Peak Wilderness
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